Catch All Caddy
Class Description
This over-sized, sturdy caddy has lots of easy-toaccess slip pockets and dividers to hold and
organize all your supplies.
You’ll be thrilled to learn how to make bellowed inner
dividers. Their ingenious design allows the interior
fabric dividers to be fully expandable yet to also be
able to fall flat against the caddy when not in use.
This project also introduces a new style of handles
which are padded with Soft and Stable and attached
to the caddy using rectangle rings.
You will test your binding skills as you sew the
binding on the bulky bottoms and curved edges and
make the "grab" handles on the end. But you're an
expert, so it's no problem!
Congrats on mastering these skills!

Class Supply List
Catch All Caddy pattern
Fabric and supplies as listed on pattern back
cover (see next page)
Thread to match fabrics

ALSO BRING TO CLASS:
Sewing machine in good working order with walking
foot, 1/4" foot, and zipper foot. If you have a blind hem
or stitch-in-the-ditch foot, bring it, too, to facilitate stitching the faux binding on the bellowed dividers. Don’t forget the extension
table for your machine.

Rotary cutter and rulers
Basic sewing kit, including #90/14 topstitch needles, Wonder Clips, a stiletto/pressing tool, pins (the large yellow-topped quilting
pins work best), scissors, thread, chalk marker or similar tool for marking lines, washable school glue stick, etc. TIP: It is helpful to
have more than one color of marker for marking lines on the bellowed dividers.

BEFORE CLASS:
To make best use of class time, please cut out the fabric and Soft and Stable according to the Cutting Instructions on
page 2 of the pattern. Also layer, quilt, and cut out the pieces as directed in Step A (1 and 2) on page 2 of the pattern
BEFORE coming to class.
This class is brought to you by:
Date
Time
Location
Cost

Patterns by Annie

www.ByAnnie.com

Perfect for a sewing
room, nursery,
bathroom, office,
or car, this handy
organizer makes
a great gift, too!

435-674-9816

Comfortable padded handles make carrying easy and fall flat
against the sides of the caddy for easy
access to the interior of
the organizer.

An outer zippered pocket on one end of the tote safely stores
personal items.

You’ll love this
sturdy organizer with lots
of easy-to-access slip pockets and
bellowed inner dividers to hold all your supplies and tools.

Catch All Caddy

1 yard

Contrasting fabric (bindings, handles, zipper pull)
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four 10” pieces

11” x 25½”
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6” x 12½”

Four rectangle rings

One 9” or longer
single-slide zipper
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For more patterns and supplies, please contact:

 We recommend that you avoid directional fabrics until
you are familiar with the process.
*Soft & Stable™, zippers, mesh, interfacing, hardware, and
other supplies are available at www.byannie.com.
**If you prefer to quilt on a long-arm and your fabric is
directional, you will need 1¼ yards each of main and lining
fabric and at least 28” x 58” of Soft and Stable.

Foam core or heavy cardboard (Find foam core
in school supply section at crafts or discount store.)

1½” hardware* available individually or in sets:
Antique brass: HAR1.5-AB-SET-2900*
Nickel: HAR1.5-N-SET-3900*

Zippers — handbag zippers* preferred

1½” strapping (handle tabs)

Mid-weight fusible interfacing* (inner dividers)

18” x 58”
(SS1018 or SS2018)

1 yard**

Lining fabric (lining of organizer, pockets, dividers)

Soft & Stable™* (stabilizer for organizer)

1 yard**

Catch All Caddy
(7”H x 13½”W x 6½”D)

Main fabric (body of organizer, pockets, dividers)

Supplies needed:

Comfy padded fabric handles make carrying easy and attach with rectangle
rings allowing them to fall flat along the side.

Expanding dividers on the inside open to organize a multitude of supplies
or collapse to fall flat against the interior of the caddy affording a wide-open
interior for plenty of storage possibilities.

Seven slip pockets on front, back, and one end provide easy access to
tools and supplies. A zippered pocket on one end keeps personal items safe
and secure.

You’ll love this over-sized, sturdy caddy with lots of easy-to-access slip
pockets and dividers to hold and organize all your supplies.

Catch All Caddy

